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Construction of an efficient year-long observing program for the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) requires the ordering of tens of thousands of proposer-specified exposures on a time-
line while satisfying numerous coupled constraints. Although manually optimized planning
can be performed for short time periods, routine operations will clearly require that most
of the planning be done by software. This paper discusses the utility of expert systems
techniques for HST planning and scheduling and describes a plan for development of expert
system tools which will augment the existing ground system. Additional capabilities pro-
vided by these tools will include graphics oriented plan evaluation, long-range analysis of
the observation pool, analysis of optimal scheduling time intervals, constructing sequences
of spacecraft activities which minimize operational overhead, and optimization of linkages
between observations. Initial prototyping of a scheduler used the Automated Reasoning
Tool (ART) running on a Texas Instruments Explorer Lisp workstation.
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Scheduled for launch by the Shuttle in late 1988, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is an
observatory of unprecedented capabilities.From a vantage above the bulk of the Earth's
atmosphere, itsscientificinstruments will be able to observe farther and over a wider spec-
tralrange than any other telescope. During the design lifetimeof 15 years, itscomplement
of six scientificinstruments should dramatically expand knowledge in essentiallyevery area
of astronomy. The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScl) isresponsible for conducting
the science operations of the HST, ranging from proposal solicitation,through planning and
scheduling, realtime operations, data processing, archiving and user support [1].
Astronomers throughout the world will use the HST. A year's observing program for the
observatory will consistof about 30,000 exposures on approximately 3000 celestialtargets.
In executing these exposures, a large number of constraints (scientific,hardware, orbital,
thermal, etc.)must be satisfied.Additionally, itiscrucialto maximize the scientificreturn
by having an efficientschedule of observations. These factors make HST planning and
scheduling a challenging problem.
Several aspects ofexpert systems are attractivefor the construction of tools to aide schedul-
ing,and the purpose ofthispaper isto describe a plan for the development of expert systems
tools which would augment the existing ground system software. The next section presents
an introduction to the HST planning and scheduling problem, including the major con-
straintsand efficiencyissues.Section 3 describes the tools and theirplanned development,
including a justificationof an expert systems approach.
2 The Problem of HST Planning and Scheduling
In order to use the HST, an astronomer submits a scientificobserving proposal to the STScI.
The proposal forms are _astronomer-friendlff in that they allow the proposer to describe
what data must be obtained without becoming needlessly involved in the detailsof how the
spacecraft and ground systems willimplement the observations [2].
Based on the advice of a peer review committee of experts in a range of astronomical disci-
plines (the Time Allocation Committee), the Director of the STScI selects which proposals
are to be awarded HST observing time [3]. Competition for HST time will be keen as
the oversubscription ratio (number of submitted to accepted proposals) is expected to be
at least three (typical for large, ground-based telescopes) and may approach a factor of
ten. Of the 1000-2000 proposals submitted yearly, only about 200-300 will be accepted for
execution.
While scientific merit is the most important selection criterion, the selection process must
take into account various resourceswhich are in limited supply, e.g. unocculted viewing time,
power, communications, etc. In other words, a mixture of proposals which can actually be
implemented by the spacecraft and ground systems must be chosen. It is important to note
that no scheduling of proposals is performed at this stage: selection is based on estimates of
the resources used by each proposal in comparison to the total estimated resources available
in the coming year. Calculation of resource consumption by a proposal is uncertain at this
stage since it is a function of both the time of observation and what other observations
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are on the timeline (referto the constraints listedin the next section). Resource usage
estimates are calculated using an expert system described in [6].Likewise, the totalamount
of resources availableisuncertain since itdepends on the activitiesto be scheduled and the
possible carryover of high priority observations from the preceeding cycle of observations.
The decision process for proposal selectionisaided by a natural language database query
system [7].
The result of this selection process is a set of proposals to be executed in the coming year,
and is therefore the input to the HST planning and scheduling process. Accepted propos-
als are called program8 and are allocated to three scheduling priorities: high, medium and
supplemental. Barring unforseen technical difficulties, all high and medium programs will
be executed, and together they account for approximately 70_ of the estimated available
observing time. The essential difference between high and medium is that greater emphasis
is placed on completion of high priority observations (e.g. medium observations may be
rescheduled to accomodate rescheduling of a high priority observation). The supplemental
programs comprise a pool used to fill out the schedule; the choice of a particular supplemen-
tal program is likely to be based on operational constraints. Exposures in the supplemental
pool oversubscribe the available time (and thus there is only a moderate probability that
any particular supplemental program will actually be executed).
Following the selection process, proposers supply additional details required for schedul-
ing and make any modifications imposed during selection (e.g. a decrease in the amount
of observing time or number of targets). Next, the observing programs are transformed
from the proposal format into the parameters required by the planning and scheduling sys-
tem, effectingthe translation from scientificobjectives (_what") to hardware and software
implementation (_how _).
The processing of HST observing proposals is aided by the Proposal Entry Processor (PEP),
which includes several systems utilizing AI techniques: Transformation from scientific pro-
posal format into planning and scheduling system parameters is accomplished using an
expert system [4], [5], as is the calculation of resource usage [6]. The selection process is
supported by a natural language database query system [7]. Examination of observations
for scientific duplication also makes use of an expert system [6].
At this point, the scheduling process begins with a pool of 200-300 programs encompassing
tens of thousands of exposures on a few thousand targets. The overall goal of this process is
to execute all the high and medium priority observations and as many supplemental obser-
various as possible. Many observatories schedule by allocating blocks of time to observers,
who then perform their own scheduling within that time (often scheduling in real time).
HST scheduling takes a different approach: in the absence of scientific constraints to the
contrary, exposures will be scheduled at times which increase the overall efficiency of the
observatory. As a result, observations from any particular program may be spread over
several months.
Science scheduling for HST isa two step process:
1. A time ordered sequence of exposures (called a calendar or timeline) is created from
the program pool. The generation of tlmelines is currently envisioned to be a iterative
process of increasing detail and density. High priority and time critical observations
will be scheduled on a 6 month to 1 year timeline. Next, month long timelines will
be identified and populated with more observations, followed by week long timelines,
etc.
. Given a timeline, high level spacecraft instructions are attached to the activities on
the timeline. The output of this process is a Science Mission Specification (SMS),
and can be thought of as the _assembly language" which drives the HST. From the
standpoint of the HST ground system, the purpose of the STScI is to produce the
SMS.
To avoid confusion, it should be noted that for the HST domain, the terms _planning _ and
%cheduling _ have switched meanings compared to their usual meanings in AI literature.
HST _planning" refers to the process of scheduling activities on a timeline, while HST
"scheduling" refers to the process of ordering spacecraft instructions to accomplish activities
on the timeline. In practice, these terms are often used interchangably.
The SMS is sent from the STScI to the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) at
Goddard Spaceflight Center where it is checked for errors and constraint violations which
would affect the health or safety of HST or the instruments. From the SMS, the POCC
prepares the actual binary command loads for the two onboard computers which control
HST. Some iteration of the SMS occurs between the STScI and the POCC. The principal
reason for this is the process of obtaining communications links. The POCC takes requests
for Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) links from the SMS and passes them onto
the TDRS Network Control Center. Some links will not be available due to higher priority
users (e.g. the Shuttle or other satellites). The POCC notifies the STScI of unobtainable
links, and the timeline must be modified by the STScI, either by use of an onboard tape
recorder or by rescheduling the observation.
2.1 Constraints and Operational Ground Rules
There are a number of considerations which influence the planning and scheduling process.
These range from hard constraints, which if violated, may result in damage to the spacecraft,
to operational ground rules which result in increased efficiency or flexibility.
Proposer specified constraints: In order to satisfy the scientific objectives of the observ-
ing program, astronomers can specify various relationships between exposures, for example:
Time of observation: Although most exposures can be accomplished at any time,
others must be accomplished within a certain time interval. Exposures with a nar-
row time window are referred to as time critical. Observations of periodic celestial
phenomena (e.g. variable stars) may be constrained to certain phases.
* Precedence: before and after links between exposures
• Grouping: exposures which must be executed as a group, not necessarily in a partic-
ular order and without interruption by other activities.
Priority and completion levels: In addition to the overall priority of a program (set
by the Time Allocation Committee), a proposer may prioritize exposures within a
proposal. Additionally, a level of completion may be specified, for example, 25% of
the targets must be observed for any to be useful, coverage of 50% of the targets
will be optimal, but coverage of more than 75% may not significantly improve the
results. This capability is especially important for supplemental priority and multi-
year programs.
• Conditionals and selects: The HST observing proposal forms contain two constructs
which allow the propo6ing astronomer considerable flexibility in specifying an ob-
serving program: "conditional" and "select". The first marks exposures which are
contingent upon some condition, e.g. on the results obtained from some other expo-
sure in the observing program or perhaps the results obtained from a ground based
observation. Conditional exposures will not be scheduled until the proposer notifies
the STScI that the condition has been satisfied. (This is in contrast to real time
decisions which are handled by another mechanism). "Select" identifies alternative
sets of exposures from which the proposer will select one or more for actual execution.
As with conditional exposures, exposures contained in a select set will be placed on a
timeline only after the proposer makes a final decision.
• Dark time: some exposures can only be executed when the HST is behind the Earth's
shadow, shielded from the glare of the Sun.
• Orientation: certain observations require a particular orientation of HST in order to
align a spectroscopic slit or polarization filter with features of a target. This factor is
closely tied to power and thermal balance discussed below.
Realttxne interactions: HST and the ground systems are designed to operately largely in
a preplanned mode, e.g. the SMS must be complete three days before observations begin.
However, the system is designed to support a certain level of realtime interaction. Examples
include changing a filter in an instrument, a small angle maneuver for target acquisition
or choosing among fully preplanned alternative observations. Realtime commands which
would result in unplanned slews or major changes in instrument modes are not allowed.
In general, realtime interaction places a large demand on spacecraft, communications and
ground system resources, and its use must be carefully planned.
Orbital constraints: Many orbital factors exert a strong influence on the observing sched-
ule. HST will occupy a low earth orbit (500 km), so a target on the orbital equator is
occulted (blocked) by the Earth for about 39 minutes out of each 95 minute orbit. Long
exposures will typically be implemented as a series of shorter exposures separated by Earth
occultations. Targets within a few degrees of the orbital poles are not occulted by the
earth, so this co,tin,o_.s t.ieu_i,g zone may be used for long observations which cannot be
interrupted (if the target lies within this zone).
To avoid damage to the spacecraft and instruments, the HST cannot normally point to
within 50 degrees of the Sun, nor can certain instruments view the bright Moon or Earth.
In contrast, some instruments will use the bright Earth for calibration of the instrumental
signature.
Another orbital factor is the South Atlantic Anomaly (SA.A), a region where the Van Allen
radiation belt dips into the orbit of HST. Noise induced by the charged particle radiation
will prevent observations with most instrument modes in the SAA. However, one instrument
(the High Speed Photometer) will be used to observe and map the extent of the SAA.
Power and thermal balance: Electricalpower and a controlledistributionof temper-
aturewithinthe spacecraftare two closelyrelatedconstraints.Power isgeneratedon HST
by a set of solarcellslocatedon the "wings_,and isstoredin batteries.Instrumentsand
otherequipment can be damaged by extremes inheatorcold,and a properthermal balance
isaccomplishedby passiveinsulation,and activeheatingand coolingelements.In order to
keep the solarcellspointedtoward the Sun and to maintain the proper thermal balance,
the V1-V3 planeofST must normally be within5 degreesofthe Sun (V1 isthe lineofsight
of the telescope,the V2 axiscontainsthe solararrays,while V3 isdirectedoutward from
the top of HST). Excursionsas far as 30 degreesoffthisnominal rollare allowedas long
as the batteriesare allowed to properlyreconditionafterwards.Although most scientific
observationswillnot requirea particularorientationof HST relativeto the sky (and thus
a particularollanglerelativeto the Sun), observationswith certaininstrumentswill(e.g.
slitspectroscopyand polarimetry).As the solarcellsand batteriesage,theircapacitieswill
diminishand power constraintsmay become even more severe.
Guide stars: The HST usesFine Guidance Sensorsto lockonto two guide starsin order
to compensate forlong perioddriftsin the guidance system'sgyroscopes.Although ample
guide star pairs are expected to be available for moet regions of the sky, certain regions will
contain very few stars (and will restrict scheduling opportunities). Additional constraints
arise when one pair of guide stars must serve two or more instruments (e.g. a target
acquisition using a camera followed by an obervations with a spectrograph). Guide star
acquisition and lock requires several minutes, so guide star acquisitions should be minimized.
Scientific instrttments: Cycling the scientific instruments from a standby to operate mode
will require careful planning. Power constraints limit the number of instruments which can
be collecting data simultaneously and the time to bring an instrument from standby to
operate can be as long as 24 hours. Certain instruments and modes will require a set of
calibration observations each time they are brought to operate mode.
Slews: Changing the orientation of HST to point to a new celestial target (called slewing),
is a relatively slow operation. HST is only slightly faster than the minute hand on a watch,
accomplishing a 90 degree slew in about 13 minutes. Note that optimization of slews alone is
an NP-complete problem and is only a subset of the HST planning and scheduling problem.
Communications: All communications with HST (command uplinks and data readouts)
is via the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRS) which serves multiple users.
As a consequence, HST planners must negotiate communications contacts two weeks in
advance, and not all requested contacts may be available. Additionally, the HST orbit is
low enough that during a portion of each orbit the Earth blocks one or both TDRS satellites.
In each orbit, HST is limited to 20 minutes of high speed downlink contact. When a TDRS
is not available for readout, onboard tape recorders can save science and engineering data
for later playback. However the tape recorders have limited storage and lifetime, so their
usage must be optimized.
Calibrations: As with any scientific instrument, HST instruments require calibration
observations in order to produce meaningful scientific results, e.g. fiat-field observations,
dark count determination, wavelength calibrations. Although some calibrations will be
routinely performed, others are dependent upon which exposures will actually be executed
(e.g. high accuracy calibrations or calibration of seldom used modes). Some calibrations
can be performed during slews (e.g. observations of internal light sources), while other will
require observations of standard reference targets. Most calibrations must be accomplished
within a certain time of the science observation. Routine instrument calibration is the
responsibility of the STScI.
Strayltght and exposttre times: Since many HST observations will be of extremely faint
objects, contamination by straylight can be an important factor. Sources of straylight are
time variable and include the Sun, Moon and Earth, and sunlight scattered by dust in the
solar system (zodiacal light). Any of these sources may drastically increase the exposure
time required to reach a specified signal to noise ratio.
Adjustment of exposure times: Given a fixed amount of straylight, in most instances,
it is scientifically acceptable to adjust exposure times by small amounts (typicaily 10%) to
fit within an available space (shorter or longer).
Schedule disruptions: Although HST operates largely in a preplanned mode, disruptions
to the schedule will occur for a variety of reasons. The most welcome disruptions are targets
of opportunity, which are rare, important astronomical phenomena requiring immediate
attention (e.g. a supernova). The ground system should be able to respond to targets of
opportunity as often as once a month, and be able to begin observations within a few hours
of notification. Other schedule disruptions will result from equipment failures, spacecraft
anomalies or loss of communications contacts. These wUl occur with little or no advance
warning. It is important to be able to build schedules which minimize the sensitivity to
disruptions (perhaps placing the HST in a checkpoint state at periodic intervals) and to be
able to re-plan or patch schedules rapidly.
Insight into the planning process: It is important that the STScI operations staff
have an understanding of the planning process, even in the case of automatically generated
schedules. This includes explanations of why a particular observation was scheduled at a
particular time and why it cannot be scheduled at another time.
The above enumeration of the constraints should make it clear that there are numerous
constraints which have complex interactions, and that the number of feasible alternative
timelines is so enormous that human planners cannot reasonably evaluate even a few hun-
dred within the time limitations imposed by HST operations.
2.2 Current Ground System
HST planning and scheduling utilizes the Science Operations Ground System (SOGS) Sci-
ence Planning and Scheduling System (SPSS), which was developed by TRW, Inc.
Within SPSS, the proposal data is represented by the following data structure:
• An "Exposure" is a single instrument operation, usually resulting in the acquisition
of a single data set, e.g. a camera frame or a spectrum.
• An "Alignment z is a set of exposures that can be taken without moving the telescope
(tmually a single instrument and a single target, sometimes multiple instruments and
multiple targets).
• An "Observation Set z is a set of alignments that can be performed without affecting
the guidance system (that is, without reacquiring guide stars).
• A _Scheduling Unit _ is a set of observation sets and is the smallest schedulable entity.
Scheduling units can draw observation sets from any proposal (within an observation
set, all alignments and exposures must come from the same proposal).
s Schedulingunitsmay be linked(viabefore/aftertime intervals).
Note that thisrepresentationimposes a certainstructureon the observations,generating
constraintsin theirown right.
The firststepinusingSPSS istopopulatethe schedulingunithierarchy.For most proposals
thisishandled automaticallyby PEP Transformation. Specialcases can be populated
manually eitherusing PEP or SPSS functions.Next, the plannercreatesa candidateand
calendarCCSU} l_st.The calendarisa time intervalto be populated,while the candidates
are schedulingunitsavailableto be placedon the timeline.Planners can manually add
or remove schedulingunits(withconstraintcheckingperformed by SPSS). SPSS provides
functionswhich, givena candidate,findthe best time to scheduleit,or givena time_find
the bestcandidateforthat time. (_Best_ isevaluatedby a costfunctionwhich takes'into
account factorssuch ms schedulingpriorityand slew time). In additionto the manual
planning capabilities,an automatic scheduleris under development. Based on a greedy
algorithm,itwillfindthe candidatewhich bestfitsthe next time on the calendar.
Once a timeline is populated with activities (observations, instrument reconfigurations,
slews, etc.), high level spacecraft instructions are attached to the activities and then an
SMS is generated for transmission to the POCC.
As a resultof preliminaryoperationsand testingof SPSS and increasedexperiencewith
theplanningand schedulingproblem,STScl staffhave identifieda number ofenhancements
needed to make effectiveuse of HST. Performance ofthe system isa major concern.In the
operationalera itmust be possibleto generatea day'sSMS in lessthan one day of effort_




calendars.Given the largepoolofprograms, toolsare needed toselectcandidatesfrom the
pool which fita specificalendarand to selectcalendarswhich would be appropriatefora
specificprogram (orportionofa program).
Schedulingunitsmust be createdbeforethey can be placed on a timeline,includingthe
sequencingof individualexposures and spacecraftactivities.Currently,SPSS placesthe
activitieson a calendarin the order specifiedwith no attempt at re-orderingexposures
to betterfitthe orbitaleventsat that time (e.g.occultation,day/night,etc.).Such a
fixedsequence willbe non-optimal in allbut the most fortuitiousof circumstancesand
willthereforedecreasethe efficiencyofHST. The currentsystem does allowthe plannerto
iteratively_hand craft_ aschedulingunitand itscomponents based on itsplaceina timeline,
however thishas an obviousimpact on performance,and ifthe SU iseverrescheduled,the
resultsof the effortare wasted.
Severaloftheproposerspecifiedconstraintscan be implemented onlyby manual procedures,
includingproposer priority,completion levels,conditionalsand selects.The currentsystem
alsoprovidesno assistancein determiningwhat calibrationsare requiredfor a particular
timeline. Automatic placement of proper calibrations when scheduling observations, and
avoidance of redundant calibrations is highly desirable.
Straylight and variable exposure times are also difficult to handle in the current system.
Observations can be flagged as requiring orbital day or night execution and it is possible to
make manual adjustment of the Sun, Moon and Earth avoidance limits, but a more auto-
rnatic method with a finer degree of control is required. Expanding or trimming exposures
by small amounts to fit within an available time slot can only be accomodated by a manual
trial and error process.
3 Development of Tools for Planning and Scheduling
The previous section sketched the problem of HST scheduling and highlighted capabilities
which are lacking from the current ground system. This section presents an approach to
solving these problems using AI techniques.
Work towards ground system enhancement is directed along two lines: 1. increasing the
performance, reliability, maintainability and functionality of existing SPSS software, and 2.
creating new tools to augment the existing software. The former effort is largely directed at
science instrument instruction management and SMS generation, while the latter is directed
at scheduling and is the focus of the present paper. These two approaches will be carefully
integrated to provide a coordinated effort for ground systems enhancement.
3.1 The Environment
Experience with Transformation and other rule-based software in PEP [4], [5], [6] has shown
the advantages of a rule-based expert systems approach, especially with regard to rapid
development, functionality, performance, adaptability of code to changing requirements
and quick turnaround time for changes and enhancements. It is natural then that an
expert system approach be utilized in the development of the proposed planning tools. It
is important to note however, that expert systems are not a panacea for this problem.
In particular, judicious use of procedural algorithms will be extremely useful in pruning
alternatives before application of expert system rules.
OPSS, the computer language used for implementation of PEP rule-based software, is a
language with which we have had great success in the past. However, prototypes in OPS5
along the lines of the proposed planning tools have revealed limitations in the language for
such tasks, additionally, the Vax OPS5 environment provides no direct support for graphics
output and lacks program development tools.
Preliminary investigations into planning tools have shown that a powerful knowledge-based
development system which supports hypothetical reasoning, a combination of forward and
backward chaining rules, and frame-based data representation which incorporates inheritance
is needed for such a task. In addition, strong support for graphics-oriented programmer and
user interface is required.
Forward chaining inference systems are appropriate for problems where there are many
equivalently acceptable solutions (as in Transformation, design problems, and planning
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problemsin general). Forward chaining rulebased systems are very strictly data-driven:
given a starting state, conclusions are drawn, and actions taken. Backward chaining allows
the program to reason from desirable consequences to the causes which produce them.
Frame-based representation is an extremely powerful method of representing relationships
between data. Many of the important characteristics of planning data are relationships, for
example, exposures related in time, position, or due to membership in a scheduling hierar-
chy. A frame can be used to define a class of data, and another frame to define a subclass or
refinement of that data. Subclasses automatically inherit the representations of the parent
classes, with additions or changes as specified by the programmer. For example, one class
might define exposures. A subclass of exposures with the Wide Field/Planetary Camera
(WFPC), would inherit all characteristics of exposures, with specialized characteristics of
that camera (e.g. power requirements). A sub-subclass might define types of WFPC ex-
posures (e.g. data collection or target acquisition) which would inherit characteristics of
exposures, WFPC exposures, and add characteristics such as realtime link requirements.
Such expressiveness obviously speeds development, and aids maintenance and enhancement.
Another important requirement is the ability for hypothetical reasoning. This creates an
alternate "world view s which is different from an existing set of facts in one or more ways.
Hypotheticais have an obvious and natural application to scheduling problems in that they
allow the evaluation of the effects of scheduling a proposal at different times. Rules can be
written which check hypotheticals for contradictions, constraint violations, and inefficien-
cies, and which then mark that state as not worth further consideration. This limits the
effort used in searching unprofitable alternatives, without the need for backtracking. Rules
can also reason across multiple hypothetical states of the program, optionally merging sev-
eral such states if appropriate (e.g. combining two partial timelines).
A fully integrated graphics interface is important for two reasons: First to support a rapid
development effort (graphical browsing of the rulebase as well as the tracing of the program
state during execution), and second, to provide a product with a powerful user interface.
Graphic objects on the screen can be mouse sensitive, and changes to the display can
automatically affect the rulebase and/or working memory. Thus, the user can play out
"what-i_' scenarios, e.g. by moving observations around on the tlmeline and having the
program continue from the new state of the timeline data.
Development of an environment with the above capabilities is clearly a large task, so our
approach was to look towards commercial products. A detailed survey of the market identi-
fied two advanced expert system environments which are suitable for initial investigations:
ART (Advanced Reasoning Tool) from Inference Corporation, and KEE (Knowledge Engi-
neering Environment) from Intellicorp. We have obtained a license for ART and have begun
prototyping the tools described below; KEE is not yet available to us. A Texas Instruments
Explorer Lisp workstation is the host for the development and is networked via TCP/IP
over Ethernet to the DEC Vax computers which host the PEP and SOGS systems.
3.2 The Approach
As a first step towards evaluating the utility of AI tools to augment the ground system, a
graphical plan evaluation environment is being developed. It will provide the basic functions
of placing an activity on a timeline and removing an activity from a timeline. Calculation
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ofschedulingconstraintswillbe fullyintegratedintothe plan evaluator,includingdisplay
of schedulingwindows and displayof constraintviolationswhich preventactivitiesfrom
being placedat a selectedtime. (Although calculationofconstraintsand schedulingwin-
dows isan algorithmicproblem, applicationofconstraintswillbenefitfrom a frame-based
representation.Additionally,theseconstraintswillplay an important rolein pruning the
problem searchspace beforeapplicationofexpertsystems rules.)Due to the complexityof
the problem, considerableffortwillbe placedon the userinterface,e.g.activitieswillbe
mouse sensitiveto allowdisplayand editingoftheirparameters,and userswillbe ableto
zoom and pan on the timeline(see[9]fora descriptionofa relatedsystem).
The graphicalplanevaluatorisan important toolforboth the softwaredevelopersand op-
erationsstaff.Itwillaid incapturingthebasicdomain knowledge needed by the developers
in determining high-levelapproaches to schedulingand itwillalsoserveas a testbed to
try differentschedulingalgorithmsand heuristics.For operationsstaff,even a prototype
plan evaluatorwhich allowsthe abilityto rapidlydevelopalternativescheduleswillaid in
the development ofschedulesand operationalprocedures.In particular,the plan evaluator
willbe usefulin development oflong range plans and in the determinationof calibration
requirements.
Although STScI operationsstaffhave many yearsexperiencewith spacecraftscheduling,
our understandingofthe problems associatedwith HST isnot yet complete.An important
part of the development of thesetoolswillbe an approach which allowsthe continuing
experienceofthe operationsstaffto be reflectedin the toolsdevelopment.
Afterthe development ofthe plan evaluator,the toolswillbe extended to handle:
• evaluation of exposures to identify preferred execution times (including such factors
as sensitivity to background light)
• evaluation of _clumping _ exposures that should be scheduled together
• introduction of plan evaluation measures that can be used to compare alternative
timelines for efficiency.
This extension will allow operations staff to aggregate exposures into Scheduling Units, and
recommended times for execution.
As experienced is gained in the implementation and use of these tools, the emphasis of
the work will focus on integration of the tools into the operational environment. This
includes integration with PEP transformation and the P&S software and data structures,
e.g. generation of SPSS data records and scheduling commands to place them on the
C&C list at the appropriate times. The tools will also be extended to include a fully
automatic mode, based on guidelines and heuristics discovered as a result of working with
the interactive system.
To conclude this section, we describe an initial scheduler prototype which has already been
implemented in ART. The prototype handled multiple constraints, including guide star
acquisition, Earth, Moon and Sun occultations, SAA avoidance, variable slew times, instru-
ment usage (including scheduling a transition from hold to operate), exposure precedence
links and time critical exposures. The input exposures were taken from the Design Refer-
ence Mission ([10], a manual exercise in HST scheduling), and are therefore realistic set of
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science operations. The prototype scheduled the DRM's first week of observations (total of
75 exposures) in 45 rnintues. The prototype consisted of 19 ART rules, supported by 9 Lisp
functions. (Calculation of the orbital events and target visibility windows was performed
using a separate package of Fortran programs developed previously.) Development of the
prototype took one person two weeks. This exercise clearly demonstrated the power of
the expert systems approach for HST scheduling: development was rapid, the language is
expressive and powerful and well suited to constraint checking and hypothetical reasoning.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have described the problem of planning and scheduling science observa-
tions for the Hubble Space Telescope and how the numerous, coupled constraints make for
a difficult problem. Several aspects of expert system development environments are attrac-
tive for the construction of tools which will augment existing ground system capabilities,
including the rapid development cycle, adaptability of code to changing requirements and
powerful methods for representing and reasoning with knowledge. Additional capabilities
provided by these tools will include graphics oriented plan evaluation, long-range analysis of
the observation pool, analysis of optimal scheduling time intervals, constructing sequences
of spacecraft activities which minimize operational overhead, and optimization of linkages
between observations. A plan for the development of enhancements was discussed and the
results of initial prototyping was presented.
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